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What are NFTs?

NFT: Non-Fungible Token. A digital blockchain-based certiﬁcate for
any digital asset (Art, Music, Animations).
It cannot be replicated, there is nothing identical to it with which it
can be exchanged.
The NFT doesn’t contain the digital asset itself, but contains proof of
ownership. Assets themselves are usually hosted through IPFS.

What are ArtsyApes?
We’re bringing original, physical artworks to the digital space.

ArtsyApes is an NFT collection that is comprised entirely of physical
elements created by renowned Austrian artist Stebo (Stefan
Temmel).
Every ArtsyApe is made from high-resolution-photos of physically
drawn art and serves as a ﬁgure of digital identiﬁcation.
The Collection is built from over 150 unique elements that were
separately sprayed and painted on canvas.

What are ArtsyApes?
We’re bringing original, physical artworks to the digital space.

In February 2022, a total of 3.777 ArtsyApes were minted on the
Terra Blockchain and the collection sold out in 36 hours. The tokens
will trade on opensea.io, the biggest NFT Marketplace by volume,
on the Ethereum Blockchain.
We believe that NFTs are not conceptually conﬁned to the realm of
digital art, but that they will reshape the future of the physical art
space as well.

Journey between Realms
How we are evolving the concept of NFTs by making them physical.

Every ArtsyApe can be brought back from the blockchain into the
real world via a custom-built Web3-Shop, accessible to Token
Holders only.
In the Shop, the Holder of an ArtsyApe has the exclusive rights to
purchase a variety of physical artworks made from their NFT, creating
a strong, permanent bond between it and the user.
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Physical things are connectors across time, space and culture.
The need to collect physical things comes from the desire to actually
feel like owning something without having to worry about losing it.
Websites and digital content have a tendency of vanishing
unexpectedly.
Old art items and other artefacts are looked at from time to time, old
hard drives only rarely so (if they still work).
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Journey between Realms
How we are evolving the concept of NFTs by making them physical.

Every Token Holder will be able to commission exclusive clothing
(T-Shirts, Hoodies) and physical artworks done by Stebo from
scratch.
The selection of physical artworks ranges from small art prints to
huge hand-sprayed- and painted wall-ﬁllers.
Special Crypto NFC Chips are incorporated into each physical
artwork - Think of them as tangible non-fungibles.

The Artist

Stefan Temmel, *1991 in Deutschlandsberg,
Austria.
Stebo represents a fusion between the tradition of
painting and the innovation of street art, forming a
style that is always one step ahead of the times.
With his ability to think ahead and an enthusiasm
for new technologies, he has made it his mission
to combine the worlds of NFT, Graﬃti and Painting
to create something truly innovative and unique.

NFC Chips in Physical Art
Three birds, one stone.

When ﬁtted onto a physical artwork, a Crypto NFC
Chip can serve as proof for three properties.
Proof of Origin: Author signs Chip.
Proof of Ownership: Link to Owner’s Wallet.
Proof of Uniqueness: On-Chain Link to the NFT the
Artwork was made from. (1:c Relation in Modiﬁed
Chen)
An NFT secures the digital asset, the NFC Tag
secures the physical asset.

How to make it last

To preserve the artwork as well as its integrated
chip, we apply a coating of epoxy resin. This also
prevents:
●
●
●

Damage from UV Rays.
Damage from Flash Photography.
Damage from “Oopsie Moments”.

while making it easy to repair.
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During the 2000s and especially the 2010s, youth subcultures
became scarcer and quieter in real life, though not necessarily on
the Internet.
In fact, subcultures today form almost exclusively online.
Established art cultures online and in the physical world were not
the early adopters of NFTs. A crypto-native subculture emerged
around the medium ﬁrst.
The plates are now starting to shift and will eventually end up
merging.
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NFC Chips as Gateways to the Metaverse

In a theoretical ﬁnal stage of the ArtsyApes Project, any physical
artwork could be ported to the Metaverse if it is ﬁtted with an
NFC Chip.
By using the NFC Tag to verify a purchase, that same purchase
could also be received within the metaverse.
This is not limited to art. Any material item could be saved on a
blockchain and brought into the new domain.

What it means to own such Pieces

Fungible Examples from the past: Skylanders, Amiibos
A Universal Sense of true Ownership, Double-Home Marketing,
creating a tight bond
Physical: Decorative, preserves the piece. Digital: Additional
Utility
Double Backing: Metaverse edition serves as proof of physical
ownership and vice-versa
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Herbert Franke, 95 year old computer art pioneer, launched his ﬁrst
NFT Collection earlier this year.
Worked with the Active Worlds Team, who built one of the earliest
metaverses in the early 2000’s.

“The Eﬃciency of a work of art is best described by its fertility and
practicability as a source of innovation.”
-

Herbert Franke
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Where We Are

Scheduled to relaunch ArtsyApes in October while
simultaneously launching the Web3Shop for the ﬁrst time.
Then, the focus will shift to enabling Metaverse functionality.
The playing ﬁeld is fairly even; Early Mover Beneﬁts are huge.
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